PRESS RELEASE

x.news™ is on a mission to simplify
the sharing of journalists’ research
Pink afeld, Austria 4/19/2016

x.news information technology today announced
their integration with Microsoft OneNote, allowing
journalists’ research to be published to Office 365
and easily shared. x.news™ is a cutting-edge story
research tool for the modern newsroom, running
on the Microsoft Azure platform. With x.news™,

journalists can search selected sources, collect all
relevant information, write their scripts, share their
stories and follow others - all in one place. OneNote, the digital notebook from Microsoft, is a popular tool for journalists to capture their thoughts,
discoveries and ideas.
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It is the goal of x.news™ to simplify the journalist’s workflow and improve collaboration.
Through the new integration with Office 365 OneNote:
■■Journalists

can research a story in x.news™
and then publish all their research directly
into OneNote.

■■This

includes text and images they have
collected – agency copy, tweets, web content
or content from internal systems.

■■It

also includes any notes or scripts they have
written in x.news™.

■■The research in OneNote is readily accessible for

colleagues to share, including non-x.news™ users.
■■Journalists

can update the content in OneNote
from x.news™ as often as they need to.

Besides running on the Microsoft Azure platform and the new integration with OneNote, x.news™ will
soon support Active Directory (Azure AD), enabling users a Single Sign-On (SSO), so that journalists can
access their systems without using different usernames or passwords.

x.news information technology gmbh is the company behind the award-winning on-demand solution
for the modern newsroom, running on the Microsoft Azure platform. It is a powerful story research
tool that transforms the way journalists work by monitoring the different sources (news agencies,
social media sites, web and internal sources) all in one screen. With x.news™, journalists can find, follow,
collect and share all the latest information to deliver better and faster journalism.
x.news™ will continue to innovate with cutting-edge solutions for the modern newsroom.
For more information about x.news™, please visit the company website www.x-news.eu and request a
demo version. Connect with x.news™ on facebook.com/x.newsIT and twitter.com/x_news_IT.
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ABOUT X.NEWS

Experience x.news™ at NAB Las Vegas. Please come by the Microsoft booth #SL6810

